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The Darkroom Cookbook, Third EditionFocal Press, 2008
The art of darkroom developing and printing will never go out of style. Master darkroom specialist Steve Anchell is back to prove it in this long-awaited third edition of his enormously successful Darkroom Cookbook. Packed with over 200 "recipes," some common and others rare gems, you'll discover something new every time you open this...
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Making PIC Microcontroller Instruments and ControllersMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Essential Design Techniques From the Workbench of a Pro

Harness the power of the PIC microcontroller unit with practical, common-sense instruction from an engineering expert. Through eight real-world projects, clear illustrations, and detailed schematics, Making PIC Microcontroller Instruments and Controllers...
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PIC Microcontrollers: 50 Projects for Beginners & ExpertsElektor Electronics, 2008

	This book covers a series of exciting and

	sensor, radar, a night buzzer, a clock, a VU

	poetry box.





	You can use it as projects book and build

	clear explanations, schematics, and picture!

	fun activity.





	You can also use it as a study guide. Tl

	project explains why the project is set up...
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Programming PIC Microcontrollers with XC8Apress, 2017

	
		Learn how to use microcontrollers without all the frills and math. This book uses a practical approach to show you how to develop embedded systems with 8 bit PIC microcontrollers using the XC8 compiler. It's your complete guide to understanding modern PIC microcontrollers.

		

		
			Are you tired of...
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Interfacing PIC Microcontrollers: Embedded Design by Interactive SimulationNewnes, 2006
Explore in detail microcontroller interfacing techniques using the popular PIC 16F877
Work through step-by-step examples interactively using circuit simulation software, supplied as assembly source code
Gain the knowledge of a wide range of peripheral devices such as keyboards, displays, sensors and drives and serial communication with...
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PIC Basic Projects: 30 Projects using PIC BASIC and PIC BASIC PRONewnes, 2006
Microcontrollers are single-chip computers consisting of CPU (central processing unit), data and program memory, serial and parallel I/O (input/output), timers, external and internal interrupts, all integrated into a single chip that can be purchased for as little as $2.00. Microcontrollers are intelligent electronic devices used to control and...
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PIC Microcontrollers: Know It All (Newnes Know It All)Newnes, 2007
The Newnes Know It All Series takes the best of what our authors have written over the past few years and creates a one-stop reference for engineers involved in markets from communications to embedded systems and everywhere in between. 



PIC design and development a natural fit for this reference series as it is one of the most...
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Electronic Circuits - Fundamentals & Applications, Third EditionNewnes, 2006

	Electronic Circuits is a unique combination of a comprehensive reference text and a practical electronics handbook in one volume.

	

	Mike Tooley provides all the essential information required to get to grips with the fundamentals of electronics, detailing the underpinning knowledge...
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Microcontroller SystengineerGazelle Distribution, 2009

	This book is about a state of the art tool, Flowcode[registered], and how you can use Flowcode to develop microcontroller applications. The book starts very simply with a tutorial project and step-by-step instructions. As you go along the projects increase in difficulty and the new concepts are explained. Each project has a clear description...
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Hands-On ZigBee: Implementing 802.15.4 with Microcontrollers (Embedded Technology)Newnes, 2007
"I recommend this book to anyone doing 802.15.4 or ZigBee development. It is likely that Eady touches on the platform you are or will be using and it contrasts it well with everything else out there." - William Wong, Electronic Design, August 2007     

Since its recent introduction, the ZigBee protocol has created an...
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Programming 16-Bit PIC Microcontrollers in C: Learning to Fly the PIC 24 (Embedded Technology)Newnes, 2007
A Microchip insider tells all on the newest, most powerful PICs ever! 

	FREE CD-ROM includes source code in C, the Microchip C30 compiler, and MPLAB SIM software

	Includes handy checklists to help readers perform the most common programming and debugging tasks

The new 16-bit PIC24 chip provides embedded programmers...
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Programming the PIC Microcontroller with MBASIC (Embedded Technology)Newnes, 2005
The Microchip PIC family of microcontrollers is the most popular series of microcontrollers in the world. However, no microcontroller is of any use without software to make it perform useful functions. This comprehensive reference focuses on designing with Microchips mid-range PIC line using MBASIC, a powerful but easy to learn programming...
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